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The conference aims at exploring the innovations, potentials and ambiguities of these research strat‐
egies and asks for their specific empirical and theoretical contributions to educational science.
Some issues and questions are:


Which theories and methodologies are suitable in order to explore the transnational, multi‐
modal, plurilocal, multiprofessional etc. realities of learning, education and social work?



Which insights can ethnographic research contribute to the understanding and reconstruc‐
tion of educational fields as perspectively and positionally diversified realities?



What are the processes and entities through which the fields of education, learning, help and
care are constituted as such? What roles do, for example, interactions, bodies, objects, pro‐
grams, networks, sounds, discourses play in these processes?



How can the connections between (global) politics and (local) practice be analysed by means
of ethnographic fieldwork? What is the role of multi‐sited and comparative research strate‐
gies or the so called multi‐level and mixed‐methods approaches in this context?



What are the consequences of the mentioned decentralising tendencies for ‘participant ob‐
servation’? What challenges do fieldworkers have to respond to in plurilingual, multicultural,
and transnational settings?

We would like to cordially invite you to participate in the conference by making theoretical, method‐
ological and empirical contributions.
Types of contributions:


Individual Paper – presentation (20 min) plus discussion in thematically structured panels



Research Workshop – presentation and discussion of a research question on the basis of re‐
cently collected data material (1,5 hrs)



Poster – presentation in a poster session

The following keynote speakers have assured their participation:


Prof. Richard Edwards, Ph.D. and Prof. Tara Fenwick, Ph.D., University of Stirling/UK



Prof. Robert Fairbanks, Ph.D., University of Chicago/USA



Prof. Jane Kenway, Ph.D., Monash University/Australia



Prof. Gunther Kress, Ph.D., University of London/UK



Prof. Luisa Martin Rojo, Ph.D., Universidad Autònoma de Madrid/Spain



Prof. Dr. Stephan Wolff, Stiftung Universität Hildesheim/Germany

Formalia


The conference is carried out bilingually – in English and German. Simultaneous translations
will be provided.



Abstracts for a conference contribution must be submitted until 15.12.2012 via the Conftool‐
software on our website http://ethnography2013.uni.lu.



The abstract including the title of the contribution should not exceed 300 words. It can be
submitted in English or German. After acceptance, an English version of the abstract must be
delivered.



In the process of submission, conftool will ask you at first to specify the type of contribution
to which your abstract relates. It is possible to submit several abstracts, but each has to be
inserted separately.



Besides the title of your contribution and the names of all contributors and their institu‐
tional affiliations, you will be asked to insert up to five keywords which indicate the relation
of your contribution to the conference theme.

A program committee decides on the acceptance of the submitted contributions.
The committee members and further information are announced on our conference website.
http://ethnography2013.uni.lu

We are looking forward to welcome you in Luxembourg!
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